How To Make Nylon Stocking Flowers
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Material List
- #22 gauge silver wire
- Pink nylon (or other colors as desired)
- Green nylon
- Stamens (small yellow and black/white)
- Light green floral tape
- Yellow floral tape
- Nylon thread
- #2 stem

Tulip

1. Using silver wire, form three 2 -1 /4 inch diameter loops
and three 2-3/4 inch diameter loops. Stretch the loops to
elongate and create oval shapes
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2. Wrap nylon around each loop. Make sure
the nylon is as taut as possible without
distorting the shape of the loop. Use nylon
thread to tie off nylon at the base of the loop.
Cut off excess nylon.

3. To make stamens, take three yellow small
stamens, cut off one end. Tie the stamens
together with yellow tape.

Attach stamen bundle to one
end of a #2 stem wire with
nylon thread.
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Fold three black/white stamens in
half. Tie the black/white stamens
around the yellow stamen bundle with
nylon thread. Then wrap yellow tape
to cover up nylon thread.
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4. Assembly: arrange the three
larger petals around the stamen
bundle, with the base of the
petals near the stamens.
Secure the petals with nylon
thread.
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6. Flip the petals upward
5. Arrange the three smaller
petals around the outside of the towards stamens
large petals. Secure with
yellow floral tape (cover up
8. Leaves: use #22 wire and
nylon thread)
make two loops, xxx inches in
diameter and xxx inches in
diameter. Stretch the loops to
long oval shape and wrap them
in green nylon.

7. To further thicken the stem, thread a straw
around the stem wire; wrap light green floral tape
around the straw

9. Attached the two
leaves to the stem
wire with light green
floral tape
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